
Q.1

Q.2

Welcome to the second edition
of our multi-monitor usage
survey !

Which multi-monitor setups do you frequently deal with ?

 Screens that are physically linked and designed to work together as the main display (e.g.
Nintendo DS)

 Independent screens that are set up in hardware or software to work together as the main
display (e.g. AMD Eyefinity)

 A main display plus "slave" video outputs that are not permanently connected (e.g. larger extra
monitor, TV set, projector...)

 A server without a main screen which manages the video output of dumb terminals.

Any setup you think I have forgotten ?



Q.3

Q.4

Q.5

About independent screens
combined in one main
display...

Are the screens lined up, or do they follow a more complex
structure ? *

 All setups follow a horizontal or vertical line

 They sometimes have a more complex structure

How did you acquire the screens for such setups ? *

 Always all at once, with the aim of using them together

 Always all at once, but I have sometimes replaced one screen without replacing the others

 Sometimes all at once, sometimes I just put together unrelated purchases

 I have always been putting together unrelated purchases

In software, do you use "seamless mode" or do you treat them
as independent video outputs ? *

 Seamless mode (content can stretch across multiple screens, windows can cross screen
boundaries)

 Independent video outputs

 Sometimes one, sometimes the other



Q.6

Q.7

About seamless mode...

Do the screens you use for this purpose share a common dot
density (DPI) ? *

 Always

 Not always

Where two monitor edges physically touch each other, are
they roughly of the same length ? *

 Always

 Not always



Q.8

Q.9

How well do you think each OS deals with a main display made
of multiple monitors ? *

Terrible Bad Okay Good Excellent Don't use

Windows

Mac OS X

Linux/BSDs

Other OSs whose multi-monitor performance you want to
discuss ? Rate them here !



Q.10

Q.11

Q.12

Which software setups do you use with "slave" displays ? *

 Seamless mode (output stretches across multiple screens)

 Independent video output (to each screen its output)

 Clone/Mirror mode (it's just a bigger version of my main display)

How well do you think each OS deals with slave displays ? *

Terrible Bad Okay Good Excellent Don't use

Windows

Mac OS X

Linux/BSDs

Other OSs whose slave display handling you want to discuss ?
Rate them here !



Q.13

Q.14

Q.15

If you were to build a main
computer display out of
multiple screens today...

Would you line them up or make them follow a more complex
structure ? *

 Screens would follow an horizontal or vertical line

 They would follow a more complex structure

In software, would you use them in "seamless mode" or as
independent video outputs ? *

 Seamless mode (content can stretch across multiple screens, windows can cross screen
boundaries)

 Independent video outputs

For seamless mode, tick what you think would be fair OS
limitations

 Dot density (DPI) should match

 When screen edges touch each other, they should have roughly the same length



Q.16Thanks for your answers ! Anything else you want to tell us ?
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